




 

















































































ACO pipe is the ideal system for gray and
black water, rainwater and industrial waste
water drainage applications. When used
with ACO gully and ACO channel systems,
ACO pipe provides a unique, complex
building drainage solution.

ACO pipe and fittings are available in
50 mm, 75 mm, 110 mm, 125 mm,
160 mm, 200 mm and 250 mm external
diameters with the standard lengths from
0.15 meter up to 6 meter for optimum
practicality and ease of assembly.

ACO pipe push-fit connection
Reliable for vacuum and gravity piping
systems.


Easy to assemble
Time saving
Cost saving
Tight connection







ACO pipe double lip seal delivers the
ultimate system reliability. The unique and
sophisticated design of lips and cavities
provide tight connections.
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Product information
Pipes are available in 50 mm, 75 mm,
110 mm, 125 mm, 160 mm, 200 mm
and 250 mm external diameters
Lengths from 0.15 meter up to 6 meter
Available in 1.4301 (AISI 304) and
1.4404 (AISI 316L) grades stainless
steel

Push-fit system for quick assembly
Superior seal security  components
comprise a unique double lip sealing
system, ideal for extraneous conditions
Fully comply to EN 1124
EPDM and Viton ® seals available
Fully pickled and passivated




























Dimensions of socket and spigot







 

 





























































































































































































































ACO pipe - straight pipe 50 mm




































































































































































ACO pipe - straight pipe 75 mm









































































































































































ACO pipe - straight pipe 125 mm



















































































































































ACO pipe - straight pipe 110 mm






































































































































































ACO pipe - straight pipe 160 mm






ACO pipe - straight pipe 200 mm




















































































ACO pipe - straight pipe 250 mm













































































ACO pipe - double socketed pipe 50 mm





















































































































ACO pipe - double socketed pipe 75 mm






















































































































ACO pipe - double socketed pipe110 mm










































































































ACO pipe - double socketed pipe 125 mm









































































































ACO pipe - double socketed pipe 160 mm










































































































ACO pipe - double socketed pipe 200 mm
























































































Bends
Product information
Bends are available in 50 mm, 75 mm,
110 mm, 125 mm, 160 mm, 200 mm
and 250 mm external diameters
Available in 1.4301 (AISI 304) and
1.4404 (AISI 316L) grades stainless
steel
Push-fit system for quick assembly

Superior seal security  components
comprise a unique double lip sealing
system, ideal for extraneous conditions
Fully chemically pickled and passivated
EPDM and Viton ® seals available
Fully comply to EN 1124

ACO pipe - bend 87.5°












Shape valid
for ØD 50,

Shape valid for

75, 110 and
160.

ØD 125, 200

 


































































































and 250.





























ACO pipe - bend 45°

Shape valid for



for ØD 50, 75,



110 and 160.



Shape valid


ØD 125, 200
and 250.




 

















































































































ACO pipe - bend 30°

















 






























































































































ACO pipe - bend 15°






 



























































































































































ACO pipe - long bend 87.5°

































































































Branches
Product information
Branches are available in 50 mm,
75 mm, 110 mm, 125 mm, 160 mm,
200 mm and 250 mm external
diameters
Available in 1.4301 (AISI 304) and
1.4404 (AISI 316L) grades stainless
steel

Push-fit system for quick assembly
Superior seal security  components
comprise a unique double lip sealing
system, ideal for extraneous conditions
Fully comply to EN 1124
EPDM and Viton ® seals available
Fully pickled and passivated

 single branch

 double branch



























 single branch reduction

 double branch reduction
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ACO pipe - single branch 87.5°









 






















































































































ACO pipe - single branch 45°




























































































































































ACO pipe - double branch 87.5°


























































































ACO pipe - double branch 45°






































































































































ACO pipe - corner branch 87.5°




















































































































ACO pipe - single branch reduction 87.5°





































































































































































ACO pipe - single branch reduction 45°





























































































































































































ACO pipe - double branch reduction 87.5°














































































































ACO pipe - double branch reduction 45°




















































































































































ACO pipe - swept single branch 87.5°
























































































































Accessories
Product information
Accessories are available in 50 mm,
75 mm, 110 mm, 125 mm, 160 mm,
200 mm and 250 mm external
diameters
Available in 1.4301 (AISI 304) and
1.4404 (AISI 316L) grades stainless
steel
Push-fit system for quick assembly
Superior seal security  components
comprise a unique double lip sealing
system, ideal for extraneous conditions
Fully comply to EN 1124
EPDM and Viton ® seals available
Fully pickled and passivated
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Straight coupling












































































































































































































Repair coupling





























Expansion socket
















































































































Eccentric increaser coupling












































































































Concentric increaser coupling























































































Increaser connector
























































Connector with internal screw thread and spigot



































































Connector with external screw thread and spigot




























Connector with socket and internal screw thread



































































































Connector with socket and external screw thread












































Connector with socket and flange

















































































































































Connector with flange and spigot




























































































Connector cast iron spigot

ACO pipe socket






























































Access unit


















































































































Rat-stop
























































Socket plug

































































Socket plug with clamp














































































Drainplugs with screwed plug
ØD2

a

ØD3

ØD1



































































Socket clamp - two parts

Ø

a




D








































































Socket clamp








































































Vent cowl









Socket clamp special
























Reduction sealing cast Iron spigot

ACO pipe























Reduction sealing ACO pipe





cast Iron spigot

















































Reduction sealing set cast Iron




















Seal























































ACO Universal lubricant







 


ACO Universal lubricant in bucket 1kg














Fixing plate


































Support bracket with rubber infill






















































Support bracket with rubber infill and stirrup























































Support bracket with rubber infill and key


































































Threaded support pole M8








Set for axial fixing


































Cutter manual set 50-110 mm











Replacement discs manual cutters




 





 










Manual cutter




 






Replacement discs for manual cutter




 















Holder for manual cutting

 




 















Joiner/disjoiner




 




 












Full bore flow rate tables for varying gradients

Flow rates based on Colebrook-White formula.
Roughness coefficient ks = 0.6 mm
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Full bore flow rate tables for varying gradients

Flow rates based on Colebrook-White formula.
Roughness coefficient ks = 0.6 mm























































































































































































































































































Full bore flow rate table for levelled or nearly level gradients

Strickler coefficient = 90
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The ACO pipe socketed stainless steel
pipe systems are fitted with an unique,
double lip seal manufactured from either
EPDM or Viton ®. The double lip seal
arrangement provides added security
for the ultimate long term reliability. The
ACO pipe; socketed stainless steel pipe
systems are tested and approved for
operating pressures in gravity, siphonic
and vacuum systems.











ACO pipe stainless steel pipe systems are
designed for maximum working pressure
0.5 bar according to EN 1124. In case
where higher pressure may apply, it is
necessary to combine the system with
socket clamps.
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